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Report on a conference entitled

I'Governance in Haiti: Strengthening the State and Democratie Development"

held in Ottawa,

November 7-8, 1996

Organization

The Canadian Foundation for the Americas (FOCAL) organized, in November 1996, a
conference on the topic of govemnance ini Haiti. The purpose of the conférence was to allow
participants to discuss issues pertaining to strengthening the state and democratic development.
The presentations and discussion periods that followed were organized along three axes:

" Law, Order, and Democracy which covered the role of the current United Nations (UN)
mission, the role of the young Police Nationale d'Haïti .(PNH), the evolution and purpose of
the current judiciary reform, as well as the overali role of the State in this area of activity;

" The Economy, Strcngthening the State, and Democracy which covered the current
economic situation, allowing for the identification of sectors crucial to Haiti's economic
development, as well as the links between the State and the economy, and between



Close to 135 representatives of varlous sectors of Canadian society - academia, government,
NOOs - registered for the conference, malcing it a great achievement in terms of the number of
participants and the variety of their interests. Several representatives of the Canadian-Haitian
community were among the audience and participated actively during the discussion.

The event was
Fund. Ail deliv

ýted at $45,000, including a contribution of $20,000) from the John Holines
s, including follow-up on the Haiti file as well as the production of a public
are coming in on time and within budget.

as well



Since the State is the best provider of some - flot ail - types of service in those three areas, it
should flot be dismantled. Rather its mandate should be modified according to the needs of
the Haitian population, in light of overali development imperatives.

With respect to Law, Order, and Democracy, the following conclusions were offered by some
of the participants:

*Although political stability seezns to be reestablished, citizen security is in no way assured.
Criminal groups are increasingly active and prevent Haitians from enjoying rights and
freedoms guaranteed by the Constitution.

*The PNH must be turned into an effective police force. Currently, its members rely too much
on the presence of military contingents under the auspices of the UN. PNH agents have to
enjoy proper logistical support to be able to accomplish the tasks for which they have been
hired.

" Although the judiciary is currently being reformed and improved, the results will flot be
satisfactory if the correctionai system is not also imaproved. T'he current situation is one more
obstacle to an adequate administration ofjustice in Haiti.

" In order to strengthen the State and ensure adequate democratic development in Haiti,
political groupings have to bc turned into real political parties, venues for discussion and
debate have to be provided to the population, and popular participation has to be sought by

the State, and Democracy, the following



terni effect on the economy than the current approach of neglecting the agricultural sector.

Although some infr-astructures are in place, there is a need to greatly expand the current
network before attempting to launch other projects. The private sector will remain reluctant
to become involved if basic infrastructures, allowing for the development of a private sector,
do flot exist.

Haitians living abroad will increasingly be called upon for their contribution to the economic
dcvelopment of Haiti. They can provide technical knowledge and financial support together



and of which Canada prides itself as being a member - one country remnains in such a state of
demnocratic, economic, and social devastation. Canada should develop a long-terni, coherent
approach towards Haiti. Although one country alone cannot accomplish the Herculean task
ahead, it can surely lead the way in developing a sound stategy for international cooperation in
this area.

At the sarne trne, Haiti needs a blitz intervention: tremnendous amounts of money in every sector
of democratic, economic, and social life. The international community bas to release adequate
funds and technical assistance. The longer it waits to give the necessary push to development, the
more money will be spent in projects that address short-termn needs. If appropriate action is taken
now, the cost of rescuing Haiti - in the long termn - will be much less than simply resuscitating it
for many years.

Governance

Ini the area of Law, Order, and Democracy, Canada should realize from its current activities in
Haiti that no measure will bring long-terni results if it tackles only one aspect of this sphere of
activities. For instance, supporting a newly created police force to maintain a safe and stable
environment without concurrently reformning the judicial systeffi will lead nowhere, nor will
reforming the judiciary system take hold without concurrently reformning the correctional system.

Ini the area of the Economy, Strengthcning the State, and Democracy, Canada should realize
the impact that democratic devélopment bas on economic development, and vice versa. No
attempt at providing economic growth will be successful without solid democratic institutions in
place. Nor will an attempt at strengthening democratic institutions of the State succeed if there is
no encouragement of economic development.
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